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To all whom it may concern: 
Be itvknown that I, CHARLES H. TALL 

aranen, a citizen of the United States,presid 
ingat Chicago, in the county of Cook and 
State of Illinois, have invented a certain 
new and useful Improvement in Indexing 
and Assorting Means, (Case 9,) of-which 
the following is a full, clear, concise, and 
exact description, reference being had to 
the accompanying drawings, forming a part 
of this speci?cation. 
My invention relates'to means for index 

ing and. assorting cards or other sheets of 
like character. The indexing indicates upon 
each card the class or classes to which 
it belongs. The cards may be assorted by 
the aid of the same means as that employed 
for indexing purposes and the assorting 
can be‘ done in accordance with my inven- v 
tion more expeditiously and economically 
than has been the case in the prior art so far 
asI am aware. 
My invention affords exterior informa 

tion of the classi?cation and assortment of 
the cards after the assorting has been com 
pleted and all of ‘the cards have been 
bunched or stacked together. I 
The method of perforating cards to indi 

cate classi?cation for the purpose of as 
sisting in asserting or arranging'them by 
classes whichl'was used in the Census O?ice 
for the work of the last census may be taken 
as illustrating the best practice of the prior 
art. This device is so well known that I 
will not describe it at length, merely point 

,ingriout certain limitations for the purpose 
of indicating by way ofcontrast the ad 
vantages secured by 'my invention. 
In accordance with the device of the prior 

art, the perforations being interior or dis 
tant from the edges of the cards are visible 
or ‘otherwise available only in connection 

_ with the faces (or the backs) ‘of the cards. 
In‘assorting the cards, therefore, if by ma 
chinefeach card must be handled sepa 
rately; if manually, using a needle, two or 
more cards of agiven class may be handled 
together only in case they are on top and 
have similar perforations with no interven 
ing card having dissimilar perforations. 
By similar and dissimilar I mean, ‘of 
course, with reference to a given basis of 
classi?cation. Furthermore, in this ar 
rangement of the prior art, since the top 
card of a bunch covers up the class indi~ 

cation ‘of all the lower cards which differ 
from it and since any intervening dissimi 
lar card covers up the indications of any 
lower cards of the same class as that on top, 
there is a very limited indication of the way 
in which the cards of a bunch are arranged. 
This is true not only of a bunch of unas 
sorted cards, but also of a bunch of assorted 
cards consisting of more than one class. 
These several disadvantages may be avoid 
ed by the use of my invention, in‘which 
the edges of the cards are used in noting the 
classi?cation data, thus permitting not only 
a face use of the indications but‘ an edge 
use as well. 

My invention also affords, in addition to 
a limited surface information of the/"classi 
?cation of the cards; viz, of the one class on‘ 
top, complete'information of the classi?ca 
tion of all the cards in a bunch. Thus for 
example, when the cardsare assorted into 
classes and then bunched, the fact of their 
arrangement by classes is evident upon an 
inspection of the edges of the cards without 
disturbing them; and any card incorrectly 
arranged may be quickly detected and easily 
re-arranged in proper place among the 
other cards of the same class, with a mini 
mum of time and effort. , 

In its preferred form my invention con 
templates the combination of edge indica 
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tions with the now prevalent interior perfo- ' 
rations. The edge'indications may take the 
form of notches, and when in this form 
they offer very material aid in assor'ting the 
cards. , ' 

The features of my invention will be 
better understood by reference to the ac 
companying drawings, in which: 
Figure 1 illustrates a card with edge in 

dications applied in accordance with my in 
vention. Fig. 2 illustrates the face of a card 
provided with both edge indications and in 
terior perforations. Fig. 3 illustrates a 
bunch of cards which have been assorted by 
one- classi?cation. Figs. _4: and 5 show the 
same cards assorted in accordance with other 
classi?cations; Fig; 6 illustrates in perspec 
tive the use of my invention in assorting 
cards; and Fig. 7 illustrates the method of 
assorting.v ' a , 

It is frequently the case, especially in cen 
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sus work, that a given card is classi?able on ' 
two or more bases, coordinate or otherwise. . 
For example, the operator of a farm re 
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ported on a schedule or represented by a 
card may be classed as white or colored, 
on the basis of color; as owner or tenant, on 
the basis of tenure; as a large or a small 
farmer, on the basis of area cultivated; and 
as a hay-and-‘grain farmer or a miscella 
neous farmer, on the basis of the predomi 

’ nating product. In. actual practice most of 
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these'dilferent bases have a larger number of 
classes’than I have given, but the principle 
being the same, the number of classes is 
herein limited to two for each basis, 'as a. 
matter of brevity and simplicity in handling 
the illustrations. These four classi?cations 
may be given. di?‘erent ?elds or portions of 
the periphery‘of the card, Thus, the color 
classi?cation may be on one edge, the tenure 
classi?cation on a second, and the farm area 

' and product classi?cations on the third and 
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fourth edges, as shown in Fig. 1. Here the. 
upper edge of-the card shows at W and C 
the two color classes, it being understood, 
of course, that the upper edge of the card 
is to be notched at a given distance from the 
corner when the card is to .represent a white 
farmer, also that the card will be notched 
at a different predetermined distance from 
the corner when the card is to be marked to 
represent or indicate a colored farmer. In 
this ?gure, the right-hand edge of the card 

, shows at O and T the two tenure classes. 

as 
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The lower edge of. the card shows at L 
and S the two area'classes, and the left-hand 
edge at H and M the two product classes. 
If the upper edge, for example, is divided 
into ?elds, one part of the edge being used 
to indicatethe color,class, another part of 
the edge to indicate the tenure class, etc., 
as illustrated in Fig. 2, then, as in Fig. 1, 
the edge of the card may be notched at W 

“ or C to indicate the color class, at O or T 
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to indicate the tenure class, at L ‘or at S 
to indicate the area class, and at H or M to 
indicate the product class. It is not essen 
tial, of course, that the ?elds follow this pre 
cise arrangement, in which the ?rst- ?eld at 
the left-hand end of the upper edge is de 
votedito the color classes, the ?eld adjoining ~ 
to the right to the tenure classes, the next 
?eld to the area classes, and the ?eld at the 
extreme right to product classes. " . 
The appearance of a bunch of assorted 

- cards and the advantages arising from hav 

55 
ing the classi?cation indicated on the edge. 
instead of on the face of the card are illus 
trated in Figs. 3, 4 and '5, in each of which 
is shown an edge view ofa bunch of ten 

' cards, variously punched or notched accord 

60 
ing to the classi?cations shown in Fig. 2. 
The shaded ortions of the ed es of the 
cards under _ , C; O, T; L, S; , M, il'ldl? 
cate the classes in which the perforations 
or indicationsare made. Thus the to card 
in each of these ?gures is notched at , O,‘ 
L and H, thus indicating a white owner of a 
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large farm devoted to hay. The bottom 

and M, indicating a colored tenant “ of a 
small farm devoted to miscellaneous crops. 
The interior perforations shown in the 

card illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 of the draw 
ings may be provided with advantage in 
cards carrying edge classifying notches inv 
accordance with my invention, for the pur 
pose of facilitating the operation ‘of auto— 
matic machines of suitable, type employed 
for totalizing the data represented by the 
statistics cards. It is immaterial what data 
is represented by theseinterior perforations 
or what the form of totalizing machine is 
that is employed to totalize the data of va 
rious kinds. Furthermore, the surface of 
the cards may be conveniently divided into 
differentv ?elds, as indicated for the card 
shown'in Fig. 2, so that the interior perfo 
rations in each ?eld may represent speci?c 
data of a certain kind related or not, as de 
sired, directly to the other data upon the 
card. For example, for the card shown in 

' Fig. 2, the ?eld of the card having the edge 
notches for determining whether a farmer 
is white or colored, may be devoted to the 
age of ‘the farmer, and the perforations 
through the card may have numerical value 
according to the horizontal ‘lines upon which 
they are made, the several orders of units 
being determined by the vertical lines upon 
which they are made. Thus‘, the farmer’s 
age would be, for the indication of Fig. 2, 
?fty-nine yea-1's; similarly, the second ?eld, 
in'connecti-on with which the edge notches 
determine. whether the farmer is an owner‘ 
or a. tenant, may be devoted to the value of 

card in each case is punched at C, T, S,‘ . 
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the property,'and for the card shown in Fig. 2 
2 would indicate $9,5,7 3.00; similarly, the 
third ?eld, ‘in connection with which the 
edge notches indicate that the farmer'is a 
large or small farmer, might be devoted to 
describing the number of acres in the farm, 
in which event theinterior perforations in 
dicated would show 603 acres; similarly, the 
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fourth ?eld,- in connection with which-the ' 
edge notches ,indicate whether the is 
devoted to hay ‘and grain or miscellaneous 
products, may be‘ devoted ‘to showing the 
value of the crops for the last year, and for 
the perforations indicated in Fig. 2, this‘ ' 
would'be $5,040. As a result, when it‘is de 
sired to learn for any purpose the average 
age, value of the property, acreage, or value 
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120, 
of ‘products for the last year for any one - ' 
of the four classi?cations indicated by the 
edge notches, the particular class may at 
once be selected and then where desired,‘one 
'of the two sub-classes, after which, by feed 
ing the selected cards through the totalizing 
machine, so that the totalizing mechanism 
engages the particular ?eld it is desired to 
totalize, the desired amount could". readily be 
found. If an average is required,'it may 
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then be readily obtained by dividing the 
total by the number of cards totalized. It. 
will, of course, be understood that the in 
terior perforations may be devoted in any of 
the various ?elds to any desired purpose, the 
illustration just given being merely for ex 
planatory purposes. _ . 

In Fig. 3 the cards are assorted by color 
and to simplify the speci?cation it has been 
arbitrarily assumed that, all the colored 
farmers are tenants, thus permitting in one, 
?gure the illustration of the assortment of 
the card by tenure as well as by color. It 
will be noted .in- this Fig. 3 that all of the 
cards representing white farmers are placed 
on top, the two cards corresponding with 
colored farmers being placed at the bottom. 
It will be noted also thatthe cards repre 
senting the white owners have been placed 
on top of‘ the cards representing white ten 
ants. ' 

In Fig. 4 the samecards have been as 
’ sorted by relative sizes of farms and in Fig. 
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5 by predominating products. 
The misplacement of a card in the wrong 

class would be indicated by a break in the 
continuity of the column ‘of holes or notches 
which indicates that class. , Two such breaks 
are shown in the white class in Fig. 4'—one 
near the middle and ‘ one at ‘the bottom. 
These breaks, however, are proper in this 
case, as the cards are not arranged ‘in this 
?gure on a color classi?cation, but on an 
area. classi?cation, and under L and S in 
this ?gure no breaks occur. To illustrate 
the use of this exterior indication of classes 
after the cards have been assorted, Fig. -l 
should be considered further, where the 
farms are shown as equally divided into 
large and small. It is evident at a glance 
that in each of these classes a greater num 
her are worked by tenants rather than by 
owners. It is further easily seen that white 
farmers are equally represented in each ,of 
the area classes, as are also colored farmers; 
and as "it happens in this illustration, so 
also are owners and tenants. In Fig. 5, 
where the cards are arranged by products, 
the following lateral fiac‘tsu-jare easily ob 
served; while the miscellaneous‘ predominate 
over the hay farms, the latter are con?ned 
to the white classes and are evenly divided 
between owners and tenants. In the miscel 
laneous class are found all the colored farm 
ers and a. large predominance of tenants. 
Indeed, with a little system in arranging the 
?nal classes, it is quite feasible to read, by 
ineans of these exterior class-indications 
without disturbing the cards at all, the en 
tire summary of their classi?cations. 
The edge perforations afford facilities for, 

separating the classes manually by means of 
a needle, as illustratedin Fig. 6. This is 
done" by slipping the end of the needle 10 
sidewise down to the bottom of a set of such 
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perforations, for example, the perforations 
at O, and then endwise between the two 
classes, the needle being held in a horizontal 
position instead of perpendicularly to the 
cards as heretofore. This permits the 
classes to be separated more quickly and 
with little or no sidewise displacement of 
the cards. This separation was very much 
more di?icult of accomplishment > when 
perforations “in the interior of the cards 
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75 
were used to indicate the classi?cation data. , 
Not only do the edge perforations or 

notches serve in the capacity of indices as' 
heretofore described, but they lend them 
selves readily to mechanical assorting of all 
of the cards of a given class simultaneously 
from a bunch of unassorted cards, without 
reference to intervening classes. This man 
ner of assorting is illustrated in Fig. 7, 
where I have shown the bunch of cards ar 
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ranged as in Fig. 4. The knife edge 11 may , 
be laid upon a table or ?at surface, and an 
operator by laying the cards edgewise across 
this knife edge may cause the .assortment of 
these cards into two groups in accordance 
with the product classi?cation. 
In order that the cards may slip one upon 

the other, they should be held rather loosely 
and slightly agitated, if necessary, to over 
come friction. The cards which drop down 
over the knife edge onto the table are those 
which are notched at H. Those which ride 
upon the knife edge are not notched at H, 
but rather at M. After the preliminary dis 
placement of the “hay” cards with respect 
to the.“ miscellaneous ” cards, the hay cards 
may very easily be entirely removed from 
the pack by catching the ‘upper right-hand 
corners with the ?ngers. To aid in the sep 
aration, the knife edge 11 may be moved to 
ward the right, while the miscellaneous 
cards are prevented from moving by the 
hand or some other means applied to the 
upper right-hand corners. The knife edge 
will serve to move the hay cards toward the 
right until the miscellaneous notches are 
reached._ This degree of separation will be 
ample to enable the operator to. make the 
separation complete by the use of his hands 
alone. The separation may be accomplished 
if desired, by the aid of needle holes at 12, 
12, each card being provided with such a 
separating hole at a given location ‘with re. 
spect to the boundary lines of the card. 
After the preliminary separation has been 
effected, a needle 13 may be thrust through 
the separating holes to aid in the completion 
of the separating operation. This separa-. 
tion of the‘ two classes does not necessitate 
the separate handling of each card or even 
of each bunch- of adjoining similar cards as 
has heretofore been necessary. The separa 
tion‘may be accomplished almost as readily 
with the most promiscuous arrangement of. 
the‘ cards as‘where they are to a certain ex 
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tent bunched or grouped in‘acco'rdance with 
the classi?cation data on any one basis. 

It will be apparent, therefore, that my in 
vention contemplates a bunch or stack of 
cards or similar sheets, each card being pro 
vided with edge indications of its classi?ca 

-_ 'tion data, the edge indications preferably 
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taking the form of notches, these notches b.8 
ing a very material aid in assorting and 
serving, if desired, with a knife edge, to 
effect a mechanical assortment of the cards, 
such assortment being completed in some 
cases by the use of a separating needle and 
the separating‘holes already described. 
The classi?cation data may be far more 

complex than that illustrated in the accom 
panying drawings. The classi?cations may 
be made upon a greater or less number of 
bases without affecting the merit of my in 
vention. So also the statistical data, ap 

. pearing upon the various cards either in the 
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form of' perforations located in accordance 
with a predetermined scheme or in the form 
ofwritten legends, may be simple or com 
plex [also without affecting the spirit and 
scope of my invention. - ‘ 

Generally I do not Wish to be limited to 
the precise details of the form or arrange 
ment herein disclosed, as various modi?ca 
tions will readily occur to those skilled in 

_ the art. 
What I claim, as new and desire to secure 

by Letters Patent is: ‘ 
1. A card for a'statistical system, having 

a notch or notches on one edge for classi 
fying the card on one basis and a notch or 

Y notches on another edge for classifying the 
card on a second'basis. _ 

2. A card for a statistical system hav 
ing a notch or notches on one edge for classi 
fying the card on one basis and a notch or 
notches on another edge for classifying the 
card on a second basis, such card also having 
one or more perforations through its body 
portion for giving the card a value upon a 
desired basis. I ' _ 

' 3. In a statistical system, the combination 
of a plurality of cards each having a notch 
or notches on one edge for classifying the 
card on one basis and a notch or notches on 
another edge for classifying the card on a 
second basis, and a bar adapted upon motion 
thereof relatively to the cards to separate 

1,150,798 

cardsof one class on either basis from the 
remaining cards. ' > . ' 

4. A card for a statistical system. having a 
notch or notches on one edge for classi 
fying the card on one basis, and one or 
more perforations-through its body portion 
Iforgiving the card a value upon a‘ desired 
asis. 

of ?elds for receiving statistics and an edge 
notch associated With'each ?eld for which 
it is desired to assign'a value to said card, 
the position of each notch in its ?eld deter? 
mining the value of the card in said ?eld. 

6. A card. for a statistical system having 
notches on its edge arranged in groups, the \ 
notches of each group serving to classify 
the card in different classes, and the loca 
tion of a notch in any group serving to 
classify the card in sub-classes in the corre 
sponding group, such card also having one 
or more perforations through its body por 
tion corresponding to the value of the'card 
upon a desired basis. ' . , 

7. In a statistical system, a plurality of 
statistical cards adapted to be arranged in a 
pack, each card having a plurality of-notches 
'on the edge corresponding to sub-classes 
grouped in different main classes, a cooper 
ating member adapted to enter said notches, 
motion of the member relatively to the cards 
serving to displace from the pack any de 
sired sub-class, depending upon the posi 
tion of the member relatively to the cards. 
and each card having a perforation for re 
moving the cards which have been displaced 
by the action of said member. 

8. In a statistical system, a plurality of 
statistical cards adapted to be arranged in a 
pack, each card having a plurality of ?elds 
for receiving statistics, and edge notches as 
sociated with each ?eld, said edge notches 
being subdivided as to location to represent 
different values in, the class corresponding 
to the associated ?eld there being not more 
than one edge notch in each card for each 

In witness whereof, I hereunto subscribe 
my name this 23rd day of July A. D. 1908. 

_ .. CHARLES H. .TALLMADGE. ' 

Witnesses: ‘ , I 

WILLIAM ‘J. CRUMPTQN, 
- LEQNARD W. NovANDnR. 
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5. A statistical card, having a plurality. I 
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